




FVA 2006: The power of youth lights up the twilight hour with the “5 à 7” shows

Leave the cares of the day behind and segue into evening—the time when everything comes alive, for the Festival Voix d’Amériques!—by spending the twilight hour at the Casa del Popolo. The FVA happy hour shows are going to be memorable, and they’re free of charge to boot.

The “5 à 7” series kicks off on Saturday, February 11 with Mahalia Verna, who welcomes Nomadic Massive, an independent Montreal hip-hop crew who deliver their border-hopping multilingual words and rhythms with style. 

On Sunday, February 12, new face on the scene Caniche Hara-Kiri launches its first CD. These seven startling musicians bring intensity and poetic presence to the stage. 

On Monday, February 13, another launch, as Agence TOPO unveils its most recent Web-based art project, entitled “Astres/Stars/Goleuadau.” With Welsh-Canadian sound poet Childe Roland and his guests. 

Tuesday, February 14 is dedicated to authors published by the Toronto-based alternative small press McGilligan Books. Fresh, inventive poetry, as Maggie MacDonald, Debra Anderson, Klyde Broox and Zoe Whittall read from their collections. 

On Wednesday, February 15, centre stage goes to Montreal publishing house Poètes de Brousse, with Jean-François Poupart, Maxime Catellier, Kim Doré, Réjean Thomas, David Wormaker, Jean-Philippe Bergeron, and Sonia Cotten. With the participation of new music group Mutante Thérèse.

On Thursday, February 16, CBC Radio One is back with its annual Poetry Face-Off, hosted this year by Patti Schmidt.

Rounding out the week, on Friday, February 17, the collective Chérivolver brings us an inspiring performance of poetry and music, with Fanny Arsenault Villeneuve, Mykalle Bielinski, Marie Davidson and Fannie Jaros Denis, electrifying girls who’ll knock your socks off… and they’re only 18! They’ll be joined by a few other young and sassy poets.

All FVA “5 à 7” shows start at 5 pm (what did you expect?) and admission is free. Casa del Popolo is located at 4873 Saint-Laurent.

To find out more about the Festival Voix d’Amériques, visit www.fva.ca" www.fva.ca.
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